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INTRODUCTION

Customise your head-to-toe look

From lapels to linings, pocket design to monograms, all the design details are up to 
you. Our tailors will help you find your fit. Once you’ve got your fit, you can personalise 
your look in whichever style speaks to you or for any type of event. 

A charming ensemble is not enough. Add the finishing touches to make your outfit 
truly complete. Customise your tie or bow tie and/ or pocket square, design your 
dress or casual shoes, and accessorise with a matching belt.

Add the finishing touches

Choose your style

Whether you’re attending a laid-back beach wedding or a black-tie affair, we have 
the perfect style to suit any kind of ceremony. Choose from relaxed summer suits 
or silk-lapelled tuxedos. All made to measure. Will you opt for something classic in 
blue, warm neutrals or a statement-making colour?

From grooms to guests, we’ve got you 
covered with our range of options to wear.

We’ll have you looking as good as  
you’ll feel.
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Medium grey 2-piece, 2-button wedding suit in a blend of stretch 
wool and linen with notched lapels. 

SUIT 5315

Grey and white 3-piece, 2-button wedding suit in wool with peaked 
lapels and silver matte mother of pearl buttons. 

SUIT WEDS019

GREY SHADES

Shirt: WB103
Tie: TWD002
Pocket square: PSILK005
Shoes: Oxford CAL01

Shirt: WB102
Tie: TS580
Pocket square: PSILK028
Shoes: Tassel SUS08
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Grey and ivory 2-piece, 2-button solaro wedding suit in our s130 
wool featuring a fine herringbone pattern with doppio impuntura 
pick stitching and notched lapels.

SUIT 5311

grey shades

Shirt: WB024
Tie: TKNIT011
Pocket square: PSILK005
Shoes: Oxford CAL01

grey shades
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add the finishing touches

MADE TO MEASURE ACCESSORIES

Suit aside, there’s more to nailing your wedding day 
look. Take your style to the next level by indulging in 
our custom accessories. Our options include a range 
of neckwear, pocket squares, belts and much more. 
Each completely personalisable with a monogram 
with your initials, special date or anything else you 
choose. For special occasions, such as weddings, we 
especially recommend our collection of silk ties and 
pocket squares. 
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Light-blue 2-piece, 2-button wedding suit in a blend of stretch wool 
and linen with notched lapels. 

SUIT 5318 Shirt: WB122
Tie: TKNIT010
Pocket square: PSILK001
Shoes: Tassel SUS03

CLASSIC BLUES

Blue and white 3-piece, 2-button suit in wool with peak lapels, a 
Milanese buttonhole and lavender mother of pearl buttons. 

SUIT WEDS020 Shirt: WB092
Tie: TKNIT010
Pocket square: PSILK028
Shoes: Oxford POA05
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Blue 2-piece, 2-button wedding suit in our s130 wool featuring a 
fine herringbone pattern with a Milanese buttonhole and medium 
blue mother of pearl buttons. 

SUIT 5323 Shirt: WB099
Tie: TKNIT004
Pocket square: PSILK002
Shoes: Oxford CAL03

classic blues classic blues

Medium-blue 3-piece, 2-button wedding suit in wool with peaked 
lapels and soft shoulders. 

SUIT WEDS021 Shirt: WB103
Tie: TWD001
Pocket square: PSILK028
Shoes: Oxford CAL01
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Dark blue 2-piece, 2-button suit in a blend of wool and linen with 
notched lapels and dark blue urea buttons. 

SUIT 5330 Shirt: WB037
Tie: TS581
Pocket square: PSILK028
Shoes: Tassel SUS10

classic blues classic blues
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customize your suit

MOTHER OF PEARL BUTTONS

A luxurious, classic detail favoured by sartorial 
enthusiasts. Mother of pearl buttons are made 
from the inner layer of pearl oysters and add 
a beautiful depth of colour to your made-to-
measure wedding suit. 
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Sand 2-piece, 2-button suit in a blend of stretch wool and linen with 
pick stitching 6 mm from the edge and sand corozo buttons. 

SUIT 5341 Shirt: WB122
Tie: TGREN012
Pocket square: TGREN012
Shoes: Penny SUS02

neutral tones

Brown and white 3-piece, 2-button suit in wool with beige 
urea buttons. 

SUIT WEDS022 Shirt: WB099
Tie: TSILK018
Pocket square: PSILK029
Shoes: Oxford CAL03

NEUTRAL TONES
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Brown and white 2-piece, 2-button suit in a blend of wool and  
linen featuring a Glencheck pattern with notched lapels and a 
Milanese buttonhole. 

SUIT 5308

neutral tones

Shirt: WB100
Tie: TKNIT009
Pocket square: PSILK004
Shoes: Oxford CAL02

Solaro 2-piece, 2.5-button suit in wool featuring a fine herringbone 
pattern with doppio impuntura pick stitching and mahogany  
horn buttons. 

SUIT 5309 Shirt: WB021
Tie: TSILK015
Pocket square: PSILK004
Shoes: Oxford CAL02

neutral tones
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Crisp shirts

MADE-TO-MEASURE SHIRTS 

Make your day even more memorable and add a 
monogram of the name of your special someone, 
the date of your wedding or some other tribute. 
Choose from our wide range of shirts from classic 
dress shirts to elegant tuxedo shirts. Place your 
monogram on your shirt cuff, under your suit or 
shirt collar, or on the chest pocket. The choice 
is yours.
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Dark taupe 2-piece, 2-button suit in a blend of stretch wool and 
linen with notched lapels and pick stitching 2 mm from the edge. 

SUIT 5342 Shirt: WB122
Tie: TGREN012
Pocket square: TGREN012
Shoes: Penny SUS02

neutral tones neutral tones
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Burgundy 3-piece, 2-button suit in stretch wool with soft shoulders 
and notched lapels.

SUIT WEDS023 Shirt: WB092
Tie: TKNIT007
Pocket square: PSILK003
Shoes: Oxford CAL01

neutral tones neutral tones
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Stylish from the inside out

LININGS

Get a little playful with your wedding style 
and add any of our linings to finish your 
ensemble. Choose from sophisticated classic 
linings, fancy linings full of personality or 
glossy two-tone changeants. They’ll be your 
wedding suit’s custom secret, ensuring it’s 
just as stylish on the inside as it is outside. 
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Put your best foot forward as you head down the 
aisle. From formal patent leather tuxedo shoes to 
loafers and sneakers, our line of made-to-measure 
shoes will have you saying “I do” in style.

Choose from our range of formal or informal 
models to find which pair suits your wedding look. 
Then design it how you see fit: pick your last, 
leather and closure. Personalising the details is 
all up to you. You can even match your belt and 
shoes in the same leather. 

best foot forward

MADE-TO-MEASURE SHOES & BELTS 
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Black 3-piece, 1-button tuxedo in a blend of tropical wool and 
mohair with peaked lapels and traditional shoulders. 

TUXEDO TUX006 Shirt: WB114
Bow tie: TSAT003
Pocket square: WB114
Shoes: Tuxedo PAT01

tuxedosMADE-TO- MEASURE TUXEDOS 
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Neapolitan blue 2-piece, 1-button tuxedo in a blend of wool and 
mohair with shawl lapels and pick stitching 2 mm from the edge.  

TUXEDO TUX008 Shirt: WB114
Bow tie: TOTT001
Pocket square: WB114
Shoes: Penny PAT01 

tuxedos
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